SUPPORT SERVICES

POLICY.

The Deschutes County Adult Jail (DCAJ) will ensure that adequate medical staff, space, equipment, supplies, materials and publications, as determined by the Facility Provider, is provided for the performance of health care delivery. DCAJ will not operate an infirmary or provide on-site dental examinations or on-site radiological services.

PURPOSE.

The purpose of this policy is to assure all medical staff is provided with adequate accommodations for fulfilling their job responsibilities.

SECTION A: GENERAL GUIDELINES

A-1. Medical Office. A secure and private examination/treatment area will be provided for the medical staff equipped to the specifications of the Facility Provider.

A-2. Medical Records Room. DCAJ will provide a secure records room for the storage of medical records. When no nurse is present, the records room will be kept locked. In case of emergency, medical records may be accessed by supervisory staff or Health Trained Officers to properly complete their duties.

A-3. A private interviewing room is available for mental health and psychiatric services.